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What The Elf Saw
A new perspective on Christmas
Synopsis

When a retired elf finds himself at the Davis home just in time for the holidays, he can’t help but make a few honest, snarky and eventually tender-hearted observations about the family and their traditions.
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Customer Reviews

Heather Davis never disappoints and once again she has had me snort laughing one moment while letting loose a content sigh the next moment. If you’re looking for a fun Christmas book from a new perspective, check this book out. I highly recommend it.

You ever watch those Christmas specials on TV and wish that your family was that ‘perfect family’? Heather Davis takes on the ‘perfect TV family’ with this humorous story that will give you the permission to embrace your very own ‘real-life’ family Christmas. The tale is simply told from the perspective of a real Christmas ‘elf on shelf.’ The Elf tells us that this family is loud, Advent candles are dangerous, and that there really is a Christmas card competition. However, after a few pages, you will see your own family reflected in the Elf’s busy (and loud) adopted family. The story leads
you to understand that it is the traditions & memories that become beautiful (and slightly frazzled) ribbons that tie the family together in love. Consider it as a present from the Davis Family to yours!

I enjoyed this book, good for school age child but also enjoyable for adults!
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